IMPACT REPORT 2020-21
FACTS & FIGURES
DELIVERY PROGRAMMES TO
GROUPS (DPtG)
Number of delivery programmes to
groups:
Total spend:
Average spend / delivery
programme:
Actual spend:
Pro rata spend (Covid-19)
% spent of agreed funding:

13 (11)
£24,009

£1,847
£2,352
(£1,849)
108%

Number of participants reached:
Cost per participant:
Average no of participants /
programme:

257 (233)
£118 (£88)

Average age:
Ratio of gender split (male:female):

16 (16)
8:2 (7:3)

Average Indices of Deprivation (IMD)
score (local postcode):

INDIVIDUAL SUPPORT PROGRAMME (ISP)
Number of ISP:
Total spend:
Average spend / ISP:
Actual spend:
Pro rata spend (Covid-19):
Average cost of ISP programme with I&E
score of 4 or 5:

30 (30)
£23,715
£799
£925 (£1,032)
£1,090

% spent of agreed funding:

83%

Number of P++:
Total spend:
Average spend / P++ programme:
% spend/pro rata of agreed:

2
£9,715.64
£4,857.82
84%

Average age:
Ratio of gender split (male:female):

22 (18)
8:2 (7:3)

ADDITIONAL PROJECTS &
ACTIVITIES
Number of additional
projects & activities:
Total spend:

£5,013
95 (28)
3 (3)
71%
21%
28%

5
£17,216

20 (21)

16/100
(28/100)

Ratio of sports:
Basketball
Football
Tennis:
Boxing:

36%
36%
14%
14%

Breakdown of target areas:
Community Progression
Sport Advancement
Career Path

63%
19%
18%

Breakdown of participant ethnicity:
Black
Mixed/multiple ethnic groups:
Asian
White:
Other ethnic groups:
(BAME):
Average Indices of Deprivation (IMD) score:
(Local authority)
Ratio of sports:
Football:
Tennis:
Basketball:
Boxing:
Gym/gen-fitness:
Athletics:
Breakdown of target areas:
Community Progression:
Sport Advancement:
Career Path:

48% (50)
16% (5)
16% (10)
13% (30)
6% (5)
(87%)(70)
30/100

35%
19%
19%
16%
7%
5%

12%
44%
44%

FUNDED ITEMS BREAKDOWN:
Coach costs:£12,511 22% - 664.25 hours of coaching
Facility fees: £1,716 3% - 32 hours of basketball court hire
Subsidised/funded memberships: £6,813 12% - 33 annual subscriptions
Equipment: £4,837 8% - 176 items (£27.5/item)
Courses/qualifications: £6,433 11% - 27 courses/qualifications
Paid work experience: £2,031 4% - 220 hours of paid work exp
Training fees: £5,955 11% - 517 training sessions (£11.51/session)
Individual coaching costs: £1,581 3% - 52 ind coa sessions (£30.67/session)
Travel/competition/living expenses: £10,858 19% - 529 local trips/food items (£9.12/trip-item), 7 domestic trips for
comp, 5 int trips training+comp
Specialist performance services: £3,955 7% - 140 specialist sessions/items (£28.22/session-item)
OUTCOMES:
●
Professional contracts: 4
●
National/International titles: 3
●
Full time employed jobs: 2
●
Progressed into further education: 10
Average Impact & Engagement score: 3.77 / 5
Average Impact & Engagement score: 3.96 / 5
Average total Impact & Engagement score: 3.87 / 5 (3.26)
* (Indicates previous 2019-20 year)
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MENTORSHIP (MP)
Total spend:
No of mentor meetings:
No of mentor workshops:
% provision of 1 meet every
2 months:
% £ add to ISP:
% I&E increase with 3+
mentor meetings:

PARTNERS
Number of delivery
partners:
Number of partnering
organisations:
COACHES/MENTORS
Number of coaches:
Number of mentors:
Paid mentors:
Voluntary mentors:
ISP - DP
Ratio of DP:ISP
Programmes:
-

Participants:

-

Spend:

X% of ISP:
From delivery
programmes:
From partnering
organisations:
2020-21 GROWTH
(KPI’s)
DPtG:
ISP:
MP:
Payments:
Receipts:
Average:

18 (15)
10 (8)
31 (20)
11 (8)
5 (4)
6 (4)

29:71
(27:73)
11:89
(11:89)
42:58
(46:54)

30% (29)
70% (71)

18%
7%
339%
52%
34%
90%

IMPACT REPORT 2020-21
ANALYSIS
The third year of our three year growth strategy ran from September 2020 until August 2021. From year two to year
three, we saw growth of 90% across our 5 key performance indicators and our average Impact & Engagement score
across all programmes went up 18%.
This year we delivered 13 programmes to groups reaching 257 young people with an average age of 16 and a
male:female split of 8:2. All programmes, apart from one, were delivered with partners based in London. We target
organisations based in deprived local authorities to ensure we reach those who need support the most - this year the
average Indices of Deprivation (IMD) score was 16/100 (1 being the most deprived local authority in England). This
was down from 28 in 2019-20. Four programmes were delivered in Barking & Dagenham, which is the fifth most
deprived local authority in England. Each delivery programme costs on average £2,352 to put on. This is factoring in
that some programmes were distrusted by Covid. At the end of all programmes 108% of funding was used, meaning
they cost 8% more than what was planned. For each programme it reached on average 20 particiaptns and costs
£188 per person for the year.
The PPS model is to deliver programmes to groups and offer further support to the most deserving individuals. Of the
32 young people we supported individually, 30% progressed from delivery programmes and 70% were referred
directly from partnering organisations. In total across all 32, the average age was 22, which is up from 18 in 2019-20
and the male:female split was 8:2 which was also up from 7:3 in 2019-20. A regular ISP cost £925 - 84% of the agreed
funding was taken up, meaning these programmes actually cost a little less than was planned. When the Impact &
Engagement score was 4-5 out of 5, it meant the cost rose to £1,090 per programme. This year was the first year we
tracked the deprivation data of the young people we supported. We used their local postcode to check their Indices
of Deprivation (IMD) score and this showed that the average was 30/100 (1 being the most deprived local postcode
in England). We don’t have any comparison data for this, but we do for the ethnicity breakdown which showed that
48% of the people we support are Black, 16% Mixed / multiple ethnic groups, 16% Asian, 13% White and 6% as
Other. In total 87% of the people we support are from BAME background, which is up from 70% in 2019-20.
This year we ran a Performance Plus Plus (P++) programme which is a higher-level version of the regular ISP targeting
athletes with genuine prospects to reach the top of their sport. We supported two individuals this year and a P++
programme cost an average of £4,858.
We worked in a variety of sports this year; football (35%), basketball (28%), tennis (16%), boxing (16%), gym /
general-fitness (3%) and athletics (3%). The majority of Delivery Programmes to Groups were Community Progression
programmes which makes sense as the purpose is to try and engage more young people whereas the focus of ISP is
weighted towards Sport Advancement and Career Path.
Mentorship Provision saw huge growth in 2020-21. Last year we only provided 28 mentor meetings which is low, but
this year 95 meetings took place across our 32 supported individuals. We now know Impact & Engagement goes up
by 28% when only three or more mentor meetings take place, highlighting the importance of guidance as well as
financial support and Mentorship Provision adds 21% to the cost of an Individual Support Programme. We used 11
different mentors (6 were paid and 5 were voluntary).
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IMPACT REPORT 2020-21
CASE STUDIES
TYPE OF PROGRAMME: Delivery Programme to Groups
PARTNER: Right Development Foundation
PPS supports the delivery of Right Development Foundation - a
basketball programme based in Barking - the fifth most deprived local
authority in England. RDF does amazing work to engage the local
community and provide an environment that allows its participants to
feel safe and thrive.
PPS supports eight of its most talented but in need young people by
funding their membership costs for the year. Those we support have
an average age of 16, and there is a 6:4 male:female split.
This support is essential to keep these young people involved and
active. It eases the pressure for their families and supports RDF with
additional income they wouldn’t have received otherwise. Most
importantly, it keeps eight young people involved and active to allow
them to get the best out of themselves through sport.
Read our ‘wider social impact article’ on this programme here.

TYPE OF PROGRAMME: Delivery Programme to Groups
PARTNER: Boxing Factory
Boxing Factory runs sessions at Muscle Works gym in
Whitechapel on Monday, Wednesday and Friday evenings
with experienced coach and community leader Walid Ali.
With a large local Bengali community the programme brings
people together and has a welcoming environment to bring
people from outside and into the gym. As well as being
welcoming, the environment provides an alternative to
negative temptations outside and fosters teamwork and hard
work.
In 2020-21 PPS supported the programme by funding the
training fees of six participants who wouldn’t be able to pay
otherwise. We also covered the costs of essential equipment
for one of it’s most promising competitive boxers and
supported four of its young people with Individual Support Programmes to help them progress. Part of their
individual support pays for them to act as coaches to assist Walid in his coaching.
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TYPE OF PROGRAMME: Individual Support Programme
PARTNER: Anthony Ozobuekwe

PPS has supported Anthony since October 2019. He was a young man with extreme
determination to become a professional basketballer, but in a situation where he
couldn’t pay for his registration costs to even train with a team. These are the types of
people PPS seeks to support - those who have the attitude to get the best out of
themselves but require additional support.
In the short term Anthony needed financial support to simply participate. He also
needed mentorship to receive guidance in his tightest moments. Both of which PPS
provided quickly. After a relationship evolved it became clear that Anthony had a
desire to help others and could play a vital role for PPS as a mentor. We pay him as a
mentor to guide other younger individuals which in turn help Anthony with some
added income. We also introduced Anthony to a school in Croydon to help him develop
a side role as a teaching assistant. We covered his
weekly travel expenses to and from school and on
the other side of London to training - again so that
he could maximise his income and keep developing as a person.
Given his busy days training, teaching and mentoring his dream goal of
playing basketball was given a boost when an opportunity came up to take
a trip to Valencia and participate in a showcase event with the hope of
getting the attention of European teams. PPS covered these expenses and
gave him the chance. His attitude shone through and he was able to gain a
professional contract with a team in Barcelona. Now living his dream of
playing professional basketball and with determination to go further, he will
remain in touch with PPS as mentor and continue to give back.
TYPE OF PROGRAMME: Individual Support Programme
PARTNER: Jesse Clarkson
We started supporting Jesse in January 2020 as a talented young performance tennis
player. He was starting to get left behind his peers due to lack of finances but certainly
no lack of positive attitude or ambition. Our support started as any ISP with PPS is:
with financial support and mentoring. We enabled essential individual coaching to
supplement his training schedule - and mentorship which helped Jesse as an
additional source of support. The additional coaches really made a difference and in
the summer of 2020 he won his first National event. In September 2020 we launched
a new branch of the ISP called P++ supporting ‘genuine prospects to reach the top of
this sport’. Jesse received a higher-value programme which we were able to part fund
with the LTA to allow Jesse the best programme possible. In providing such support
PPS was leveling the playing field and allowing a young talent the chance to get the
best out of himself.
Read our ‘wider social impact article’ on this programme here.
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TYPE OF PROGRAMME: Individual Support Programme
PARTNER: Lee Duncan
Lee was introduced to PPS in July 2019 via a relationship with Centrepoint,
a national youth homeless charity. Lee was recovering from a very difficult
journey and required additional support and guidance to take the next
step in his life.
Football kept Lee on the straight and narrow and the physical and mental
benefits of participating in sport were clear to see with him. Funded by
PPS, he qualified as a football coach and we arranged paid work
experience for him at a local football academy. Mentorship has been a very
important part of Lee’s programme with PPS and the relationship he has
built with one of our professional mentors has been transformational.
Working together they discussed an array of issues, found solutions and
discovered career routes. In August 2021 Lee gained employment as a
healthcare worker.
MENTORSHIP PROVISION
Khaled Abu is a 21 year old graduate and amateur
boxer. We support Khaled through one of our
delivery programmes and provide funding for S&C
training and paid coaching. Sport and coaching keeps
Khaled focused and teaches him various important
skills like discipline, resilience and focus. Mentorship
is where Khaled’s programme comes to life with PPS
Trustee John Feaver acting as a voluntary mentor.
They can discuss issues that are coming up for
Khaled as he tries to become fully employed in his
chosen career - banking. John can share experiences
and provide valuable guidance.
EMERGENCY COVID-19 HARDSHIP FUND
We also reacted to Covid-19 by rolling out an Emergency Hardship Fund
within days of the first lockdown. We wanted to and indeed felt we needed to
support coaches/mentors/athletes within our network through the hardest
times.
For lockdown 1.0 from March and 2.0 in November we made weekly
payments to help with essentials and provided digital workshops to keep
morale high. For lockdown 3.0 we updated the Hardship Fund to ask those
eligible to ‘give a little back’ by handing out food/drink to homeless people
and those in need before we made any payments. We also handed out 372
items, distributed 2,400 Gregory Tree fruit bars and gave away 30 Alcatel
tablets with 6 months of free data from EE to help disadvantaged children
with homeschooling and those studying for qualifications.
In total we supported 52 people across 19 weeks and 3 lockdowns.
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